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Abstract

COVID-19 has resulted in unprecedented global health and economic challenges. The reported mortality in patients
with COVID-19 requiring mechanical ventilation is high. VV ECMO may serve as a lifesaving rescue therapy for a
minority of patients with COVID-19; however, its impact on overall survival of these patients is unknown. To date,
few reports describe successful discharge from ECMO in COVID-19 after a prolonged ECMO run. The only Australian
case of a COVID-19 patient, supported by prolonged VV ECMO in conjunction with prone ventilation, complicated by
significant airway bleeding, and successfully decannulated after forty-two days, is described. VV ECMO is a resourceintense form of respiratory support. Providing complex therapies such as VV ECMO during a pandemic has its unique
challenges. This case report provides a unique insight into the potential clinical sequelae of COVID-19, supported in
an intensive care environment which was not resource-limited at the time, and adds to the evolving experience of
prolonged VV ECMO support for ARDS with a goal to lung recovery.
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Introduction

As of the 31st May 2020, Australia has experienced 7202
cases of the SARS CoV-2 virus and 102 related deaths
[1]. The reported mortality in patients with COVID-19
requiring mechanical ventilation is high [2,3]. Venovenous Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation (VV
ECMO) may serve as a lifesaving rescue therapy, particularly in young patients with single organ failure.
Globally, 813 patients with the SARS CoV-2 virus
have been managed with ECMO. Two hundred and
sixty-one patients have been decannulated, and of
those, 46% have been discharged alive [4].
The only Australian case of COVID-19 supported
with prolonged VV ECMO in conjunction with prone
ventilation, who was successfully decannulated after
forty-one days, is described.

Case

Report
A 55-year-old female, height 151cm and weighing
61kg, who recently had returned from the Philippines,
presented at a small regional hospital in suburban Syd*

ney, Australia with a one-week history of fever, cough,
lethargy and myalgia. On presentation, she was febrile
with a temperature of 42oC and gave a past medical
history which included mild asthma, sleep apnoea and
Type 2 diabetes mellitus. Oral hypoglycaemics had
been prescribed for her diabetic condition. She was a
non-smoker.
The results of nasopharyngeal swabs, taken at the
time of presentation, were found to be SARS CoV-2
PCR positive. A CT chest scan demonstrated patchy
bilateral air-space infiltrates with scattered ground
glass density consistent with a diagnosis of COVID-19
(Figure 1-A, B).
She was transferred for ongoing management to a
large quaternary referral centre and university hospital
in Metropolitan Sydney, Australia.
Her respiratory status deteriorated on Day 4 of hospital admission requiring transfer to the intensive care
unit (ICU), semi-elective intubation and initiation of
lung-protective ventilation (Figure 2-A). After that, she
progressed to septic shock and multi-organ dysfunction.
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On Day 5, her oxygenation and metabolic derangements continued to deteriorate despite a high PEEP,
deep sedation and paralysis with the neuromuscular
blocker cisatracurium (Pfizer Pty Ltd, Australia) in intravenous bolus doses of 10 mg followed by a continuous infusion. She was then referred for extracorporeal
membrane oxygenation (ECMO).
At the time of referral, her Fi02 was 90%, PEEP 20 cm
of H2O, with a P/F ratio of 62 (Figure 2-B). Echocardiography demonstrated normal left ventricular (LV)
systolic function, mild right ventricular (RV) systolic
dysfunction, mild RV dilatation and mild to moderate
tricuspid regurgitation. The Respiratory Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation Survival Prediction Score
(RESP) [5] was 1, with a predicted survival of 57%. A
decision was made to commence VV ECMO on Day 10
post-admission.
Cannulation was carried out via a femoral-femoral
approach using a 21F return cannula and a 23F drainage cannula. Ventilation was reduced to a rest setting
of tidal volume 2ml/kg, PEEP 10 cmH2O and a respiratory rate of 10 bpm.
At the time of cannulation, transoesophageal echocardiography (TOE) identified a thrombus transiting
through the right atrium. Despite this, there was an almost immediate improvement in the patient’s haemodynamic and RV function.
The following clinical events defined her course on
ECMO.
Inability to mechanically ventilate
By Day14 post-admission, and after five days of VV
ECMO, she had a complete loss of tidal volumes and
was ultimately ECMO dependent.
A high-resolution chest CT (HRCT) performed on
Day 20 post-admission and after 11 days of VV ECMO,
demonstrated a minimal amount of potentially recruitable lung and extensive and near-complete consolidation and collapse of the lungs bilaterally (Figure
1-C, D).
A further HRCT, performed on Day 34 post-admission / Day 25 of VV ECMO, following a period of
prone ventilation, demonstrated predominant patchy
areas of bilateral consolidation, especially in the peripheral lung tissue, as well as extensive ground glass
changes (Figure 1-E).
By Day 34 post-admission and after 25 days of VV
ECMO, she was in the position to be transitioned to
pressure support ventilation (Figure 2-E).
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Pulmonary haemorrhage and sloughing of bronchial
tissues with airway obstruction.
Airway bleeding leading to complete proximal airway
occlusion occurred on Day 23 post-admission/ Day
14 of VV ECMO. At this time, the patient was anticoagulated with intravenous heparin (Hospira Pty Ltd,
Australia) as an infusion for the ECMO circuit, and
her coagulation profile was consistent with that of mild
heparinization, with the Activated Partial Thromboplastin Time measured at 1.5 times the upper limit of
normal.
The airway bleeding was treated with nebulised
tranexamic acid (Pfizer Pty Ltd, Australia) 500 mg of
the intravenous solution and the cessation of heparin
(Hospira Pty Ltd, Australia).
On Day 23 post-admission / Day 14 of VV ECMO,
following bronchoscopic removal of thrombus, fibrous
tissue strands extending proximally into both main
stem bronchi were observed via further bronchoscopy.
Cryotherapy was performed on Day 23 post-admission/ Day 14 of VV ECMO along with direct injection
of tranexamic acid (Pfizer Pty Ltd, Australia)1g of the
intravenous solution injected intravenous-intrabronchial and epinephrine (Juno pharmaceuticals, Australia),500 micrograms of 1:10,000 intravenous solution
injected intra-bronchially.
Cytology of the bronchial tissue, taken on Day 23
post-admission, day 14 of VV ECMO revealed bronchial cells. Due to ongoing oozing in the right lower
lobe, lung isolation with a bronchial blocker and later
a double-lumen endotracheal tube was performed. This
treatment was continued for the next three days. Repeat
bronchoscopy on Day 26 post-admission / Day 17 of VV
ECMO demonstrated ongoing albeit reduced bleeding
and ongoing sloughing of the bronchial mucosa.
Argon plasma coagulation (APC) was also used to
remove fibrin debris obstructing main stem bronchi,
facilitating bilateral lung recruitment. (Figure 2-C).
Prone Ventilation
Once airway bleeding had stabilised, prone ventilation
was commenced on Day 27 post-admission, day 18 of
VV ECMO aiming to facilitate ongoing lung recruitment (Figure 2-D). By the fifth cycle of prone ventilation, a chest X-ray (CXR) demonstrated an improvement in the aeration of lung fields. Prone ventilation
was typically well tolerated with minimal cardiorespiratory support.
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Fig.1. CT Chest Axial Imaging demonstrating progression and resolution of lung infiltration. Image A, B - Admission to
hospital; C,D - Imaging performed on PEEP of 5 cmH2O and 40 cmH2O respectively;D - on day 13 of ECMO; E- Day 29 of
ECMO; F - 13 days post decannulation.

ECMO circuit change out
Active surveillance for haemolysis revealed an elevated
D-dimer on Day 37 post-admission and Day 28 of VV

ECMO, SWEEP requirements and trans-membrane
pressures all remained within normal limits. Minimal
areas of thrombus were observed peripherally on the
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Fig.2. Plain Chest radiographs demonstrating progression and resolution of lung infiltration. A - post intubation;
B - initiation of ECMO; C - Day 13 of ECMO; D - Day 20 of ECMO after initiation of proning; E - Day 34 of ECMO;
F - 13 days post ECMO decannulation.
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oxygenator membrane. By Day 39 post-admission /
Day 30 of VV ECMO, laboratory tests showed clear
evidence of haemolysis. This was resolved following an
uneventful oxygenator change out.
Hypercalcaemia
In the late phase of the ECMO run, the patient developed persistently high calcium levels, with a peak
blood level of 3.26 mmol/L on Day 32 post-admission/
Day 23 of VV ECMO. Further investigations were performed to determine the cause, including parathyroid
hormone levels, serum phosphate, 1,25-dihydroxy vitamin D and thyroid hormone levels. These were all
noted to be within the normal range. The condition
was treated with pamidronate disodium (Hospira Pty
Ltd, Australia), 60 mg given on Day 33 post-admission
and Day 24 of VV ECMO and calcitonin (Emerge
Health Pty Ltd, Australia), 100 units thrice daily for
seven days, starting on Day 33 post-admission/ Day 24
of VV ECMO with normalisation of the calcium levels
by Day 45 post-admission/Day 36 of VV ECMO.
Decannulation
On Day 40 post-admission and 31 days of VV ECMO,
trials of weaning the ECMO support were initiated to
transit the patient off VV ECMO onto conventional
ventilator support.
The final trial of decreased ECMO gas flow was continued for 27 hours with stable gas exchange.
On Day 51 post-admission and 42 days of VV
ECMO, the patient was transferred to the operating
theatre where the ECMO cannulas were removed. At
the same time, an open repair of the femoral veins was
undertaken by the vascular surgery team.
Subsequent progress
From Days 52-62 post-admission and after 21 days
post-ECMO decannulation, the patient slowly continued to improve. A surgical tracheostomy was undertaken on Day 55 post-admission and after seven days
of ECMO decannulation, to facilitate ongoing pulmonary rehabilitation. After that, she was successfully
weaned off ventilator support. She was able to phonate
via insufflation of oxygen into the supraglottic port of
the tracheostomy tube (Figure 1-F and 2-F). By Day 60
post-admission, from a neurological perspective, she
was awake, obeying commands, actively participating
in her rehabilitation and interacting with her family.
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Discussion

Providing complex therapies such as VV ECMO during a pandemic has its unique challenges. VV ECMO
is a resource-intense form of respiratory support. Extracorporeal resources during a pandemic can become
rapidly overwhelmed, posing ethical challenges as to
timing and determination of which patients receive
support [6]. Case numbers of COVID-19 in Australia
have remained low, and ICUs have not exceeded their
capacity, allowing VV ECMO to be offered to eligible
patients in keeping with both WHO and Australian
guidelines [7,8].
However, while ECMO is one of the treatment options in severe ARDS and was utilised effectively during
the H1N1, SARS and MERS pandemics [9], its role in
the management of COVID-19 remains unclear [10].
The data regarding mortality, complications and
duration of ECMO support in COVID-19 remains incomplete. In one series Sultan (2020) described two patients successfully taken off support ECMO and seven
patients remaining on support [12]. In their case series,
both Ruan (2020) [13] and Yang [11] both describe a
100% mortality among patients supported by ECMO.
In one of the more extensive reported case series
describing thirty-two patients supported with ECMO,
five patients were successfully taken off support, and
seventeen patients remained on ECMO [14]. Amongst
those no longer on ECMO, the longest ECMO run was
fifteen days. It is currently too early to appreciate the
anticipated clinical course and duration of ECMO support in these patients or the effect this intensive form of
respiratory support will have on the outcome.
However, the patient described in the presented
case report, had a 41-day ECMO run, in a setting of
predominantly single-organ failure and continued to
improve three-weeks post-decannulation. A unique aspect of this case is the prolonged use of ECMO. Whilst
the efficacy of VV ECMO is well recognised as a bridge
to lung recovery in ARDS, the evidence supporting the
use of prolonged ECMO runs in this setting is not so
well established. The ELSO Registry (2016) reported
that the average ECMO run for viral pneumonia was
13.5 days [15].
The ELSO registry data from 2009 to 2018 reported 4,361 adult patients who underwent prolonged
ECMO for respiratory failure, 88% of which received
VV ECMO. The median ECMO duration was 22 days
with a mean of 28±20 days. Prolonged ECMO periods
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varied, with over 30% being longer than one month.
Overall survival to hospital discharge was 51%, and
the duration of ECMO support did not differ between
survivors and non-survivors [16]. Other studies have
shown that prolonged ECMO support was not an independent risk factor for increased mortality [15, 17-19].
There has been a significant improvement in prolonged
ECMO survival over recent years due to technological
advances, experience and better prevention and management of complications. While the assessment to
continue ECMO support in this patient population is
multifactorial, time on ECMO should not be the sole
factor in this challenging decision.
The use of prone positioning has been demonstrated
to improve oxygenation as well as survival in patients
with severe ARDS and refractory hypoxaemia [20, 21].
While ultra-protective ventilation is used in ARDS-patients on VV ECMO [22], it results in increased alveoli
collapse and therefore, poor ventilation of the dependent lung tissue [23].
Unfortunately, the patient in the present case report
initially was unable to be proned due to haemodynamic
instability. Eventually, when the patient became more
stable, successive 16-hour sessions of prone positioning over seven days was performed. Her tidal volumes
improved from 40-50 ml to 250-300 ml with acceptable driving pressures. Progress CT chest demonstrated
marked improvement of the bilateral collapse/consolidation with no overt signs of fibrosis [Figure 1-E]. In
this patient, proning was an essential aspect of being
able to commence and sustain ECMO weaning.
Anticoagulation management was challenging for
this patient, due to the need to balance the competing
goals of minimising clot formation within the ECMO
circuit with major airway bleeding in a prothrombotic
milieu of COVID-19 infection [2].
After one month on ECMO, a rising lactate dehydrogenase, d-dimer, bilirubin and falling fibrinogen were
noted. In contrast, transmembrane pressures were low
and stable, the post-membrane PO2 was > 400mmHg
[53kPa], and there were only minor visible clots peripherally on the oxygenator membrane. Despite seemingly
optimal oxygenator function, given the biochemical
evidence of haemolysis, it was decided to replace the
oxygenator with resultant rapid resolution of the markers of haemolysis.
Several reviews correlate the causes of haemolysis
during ECMO support with either high negative access pressures, high pump flows, small cannula size, or

pump head thrombosis and high transmembrane pressures with a loss of oxygen transfer [24-26]. It is interesting to note that haemolysis occurred in this case in
the absence of all of these factors.
In the late phase of her ECMO run, the patient developed persistent hypercalcemia with normal parathyroid hormone, phosphate, 1,25-dihydroxy vitamin
D and thyroid hormone levels. This was attributed to
prolonged bed rest and immobilisation, resulting in excessive bone resorption.
Another consideration is that of heparin-induced
osteoclastic bone resorption, given her prolonged time
on ECMO, requiring extended therapeutic anticoagulation with heparin. Hypercalcaemia is a well-documented complication of prolonged ECMO support in
both neonatal and paediatric populations but has not
been described in adults on prolonged ECMO support
[27,28]. The hypercalcemia in our patient was attributed to prolonged bed rest and immobilisation, resulting
in excessive bone resorption. Another consideration is
that of heparin-induced osteoclasts bone resorption,
given her prolonged time on ECMO requiring extended therapeutic anticoagulation with heparin.
This case report provides a unique insight into the
potential clinical sequelae of COVID-19 infection,
supported in an intensive care environment which was
not resource-limited at the time. The case adds to the
evolving experience of prolonged VV ECMO support
for ARDS with a goal of native lung recovery.
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